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PARLUX ALYON
designed to ensure superior professional performance.

The new Parlux ALYON® model has been designed with the aim of offering the
professional the maximum in terms of performance ' lightness ' durability and usability
without limiting in any way the creativity of the hairdresser.
The new K-ADVANCE PLUS® professional AC motor with extended life to 3,000 hours
and air flow 84 cubic meters/hour has been designed to ensure superior professional
performance.
The variable geometry resistance of ideal power 2,250 Watts with optimization of the
heating areas allows to obtain an even more uniform delivery temperature.
Now indispensable for the hairdresser' the "AIR IONIZER TECH" system by Parlux
ALYON® has been sized to optimize the emission of negative ions by eliminating static
electricity, making the hair softer and shinier and speeding up drying times.
The innovative HFS - HAIR FREE SYSTEM' Patent Pending' device integrated on the hair
dryer suction holds the hair and allows you to keep the appliance clean, ensuring greater
efficiency over time.
The special construction with triple insulation and inner tube leaves the front of the
hair dryer cold allowing a comfortable handle and freedom of use.
The redesigned handle' the optimization of the balancing and the lightening of all the
components have allowed to obtain a hair dryer comfortable to use and that safeguards
the health of the hairdresser.
The innovative technological design in a "prismatic" shape gives a touch of originality
to the hairdryer that integrates perfectly with the modern style in the most prestigious
salons.

New professional engine
K-ADVANCE PLUS®
Longer life: 3,000 hours
Air flow: 84 m3/h
New variable geometry resistance
Ideal power: 2.250 Watt
Ion technology "Air Ionizer Tech"
Front body "Anti-heating"
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System "HFS - HAIR FREE SYSTEM" Patent Pending
Very light' balanced and ergonomic
Ergonomic "soft" switches for better comfort of use.
Redesigned cable gland: ensures better protection of the cable.
Eco-Friendly philosophy: recyclable raw materials and packaging' low noise
pollution' no harmful emissions and super-fast drying for energy saving.
Technological design: "prismatic" shape gives a touch of originality to the hairdryer'
perfect for modern style in the most prestigious salons.
Display packaging: ideal for display in stores.
Package Contents: All colors are sold with two nozzles' the new midnight blue
color is available in a special package that also includes the MagicSense diffuser.
®
Accessories: the ALYON diffuser '®the Melody Silencer silencer and the innovative
MagicSense ®' special diffuser to achieve natural drying of curly hair in a short
time with perfect results without combing.
Available colors: yellow' pink' turquoise' midnight blue' jade' bronze' graphite matt
and matt black.

AVAILABLE COLORS
Parlux ALYON® is available in the following colours: red' yellow' pink
turquoise' midnight blue' jade' gold' bronze' graphite matte and
matt black.
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